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For the first time, ever, hundreds of high resolution concept images from the game are collected in one handy-to-read source.

156 pages of characters, locations, props, maps and sketches.

Contains additional behind the scenes notes from the original creator and artist, Steve Stamatiadis.

Trace the creation of TY from doodles to final character.
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Title: The Art of TY the Tasmanian Tiger
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Krome Studios
Release Date: 22 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 SP1, Windows® 8/8.1 (32bit and 64bit), Windows® 10 (32bit and 64bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3/i5/i7 1.8 GHz CPU dual-core. AMD 2.0 GHz dual-core.

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 260 / Radeon HD 4000 Series / Intel HD Graphics 4000 with OpenGL 3.0 minimum.

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c-compliant

Additional Notes: Xinput controller compliant
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I rarely play platformers, however I liked this game!
Controls was smooth and the gameplay was enjoyable!. awesome realistic fab dlcs are epic. It is generally a good game but
needs more work, especially on the tutorial and stats.. All the fun of farming with zero of the responsibility!. Oh no...
I like Yume Nikki and I was really intrigued by the surrealism art style and, well ,cats. I immediately bought this game without
conscious hesitation. I'm disappointed about it now. I cannot blame it that badly because the description is all accurate. However
I still got a couple of words in here.

So how's the game?
You played as a feline character on his\/her two legs. You may scream, sleep, sit and do all the cats' thing. And you can walk, at
a RIDICULOUSLY SLOW PACE. Slower than any IE browser in existence. The map consists of static surrealism portrait of
cats, felines, cat-like creature, and anthropomorphic furry animals. All of these drawings on the cat notes have high contrasts in
colour and most of them being monochromatic. The character may walk on these pages of cat notes, on the specific paths
formed by ink, or between barriers of ink that blocked their way. You may exit the scene from one side of the screen and go to
another one, or through certain "portals" on the picture, such as the cats' eyes or ears. It is accompanied by music that loops
infinitely. The game is fullscreened forcibly. There's no signs of menu, no saves, or a single button of exit. But is able to be shut
off through task manager or the task bar.

There's almost no gameplay, like it have said. It could be due to that our protagonist have not get used to walking on their two
paws yet, so they have to walk to their slowest extreme. I modified the walking speed (thanks to Eluf Elof in the discussion) so I
can roughly feel how running through the pages feels like. The music loops brings up Yume Nikki's feeling and made up its
unique atmosphere. The Illustrations were nice, but in a monotone of monochrome. There seems to be no apparent correlation
between those pictures, so maybe, there's no stories behind it. It's more of a museum rather than a game. You may wanna regard
it as a piece of art, but I personally failed to capture the depth of this art.

Admittedly, the game concept is really interesting, where you control a character walking through pages and pages of unnamed
doodling and artworks, and you are actually walking "IN" the scene as there is paths built for you. If there's some disguised story
behind it, where the player can uncover it by collect and resolve clues from those notes, it would be a rather interesting one.

But this game is just not the case. There's no referential content, the illustrations have no connections and you can merely tell
any structured stories from it. You walk so slow that it's almost not playable. The story in the description looked funny and
unrelated. Before I covered all those illustrations, I doubted that this is all a joke, which costs 3 dollars still.. Game always
crashes trying to load via Quick Drive. I get routes manly for quick drive. Get this fixed!!!! otherwise, great route..
UNPLAYABLE!!! There is a huge bug in the game that causes units to seem to stop, then reappear somewhere else on their
planned path. Makes it impossible to play..... Loved the backstory of the game and it's actually fun to use do ye old maths again
:D I hope it earns some noms
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Someone on here was saying that this isn't a roomscale shooter or whatever. it's basically the next step after the lab's xortex. you
absolutely can walk in and out of the "stream of combat" and when I thought I was slick and decided i would stand beside and
blow everything up as it went by having only to dodge a few projectiles...nope before I knew it I was back right in the middle of
it. I honestly can't even tell you if I just walked back in because I was having too much fun. You don't have to watch for thing
coming from behind you (so you don't get wrapped up in your cord spinning circles constantly looking for stuff) and it's more
like flying through space then blasting stuff in an arena. honestly in my opinion the two biggest flaws of xortex. Can't
recommend enough. if you liked xortex. this is actually better enough to be worth the 15 bucks. I'm probably buying my friend a
copy for his vive, that will be a first for a non multiplayer game. it's that good.. Game Dev Vanished...

Game needs more content. Amazing.

Works so well in VR it's shocking.

yes, it is missing info on what the towers do.

It is my favourite implementation of VR so far!!. \u041e\u0447\u0435\u043d\u044c
\u0438\u043d\u0442\u0435\u0440\u0435\u0441\u043d\u043e\u0435 DLC, \u0431\u0443\u0434\u0435\u043c
\u043f\u0440\u043e\u0431\u043e\u0432\u0430\u0442\u044c...

Add PLEASE Russian language !!!. Uplink, the 12-year old "hacking simulator", is possibly the finest game of its type yet
created. But it is definitely showing its age and I'm not averse to trying something new. On the face of it, Hacker Evolution
Duality looks to be an excellent successor to that beloved classic. But first appearances are frequently misleading.

Hacker is not a game; it is a collection of dull and fiddly mini-games. While it has an excellent presentation, the gameplay itself
is nothing more than pushing a button at the right time; an uninteresting race against the clock that you need to repeat dozens of
times in each mission. It looks great - it has the appearance of Hollywood hacking nailed - but it quickly degenerates into
uninteresting repetitiveness. And just to make things even less fun, the controls were stiff and unresponsive; just the thing for a
game that demands quick reflexes. Despite its stylish gloss, the game fails to engage on almost every other levels and ultimately
is not particularly fun.
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